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About This Game

The Bunch is the most formidable team of elite fighters ever assembled from around the world. What brought them together?
Well, obviously the Earth is under attack! An alien invasion is threatening all humankind, without regards to gender, color or

nationality. And these nasty aliens have a powerful Zombie Army™ at their disposal!

Play as Agent Liu, Jared Joe, El Camarada or Captain Smith becoming humanity’s last line of defense. Survive by any means
necessary wielding a huge arsenal that includes flame throwers, rail guns and gravity bombs. Or charge over-the-top super

powers that will annihilate your enemies! Cooperate online with up to 4 players.

“Bunch of Heroes” features stylized cartoon like artwork, funky rock and roll music, cutting edge technology, great humor and
cooperative gameplay to inspire zombie killers and E.T. haters alike all over the globe!

Become a Hero; Earth needs a bunch of them at least!

Key Features:

Play with your friends in the 4 player cooperative online campaign
Amazing cartoon style graphics and Funky Rock and roll Music
4 Playable characters with amazing Ultra attacks
Lush and diverse environments
Multiple objectives within each level
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Dozens of fun and wacky enemies
A huge arsenal of weaponry to annihilate them with
Place and use turrets to gain tactical advantage
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English,Czech,Polish
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Really really good offering from choice of games. Max asethtic and great gameplay. Highly highly reccomend.. Excellent
experience, well worth the $5 price of admission. Decent selection of music in game, but you can also just play anything you
want on the desktop, and in game hit the menu button, then "Sync What You Hear" to interact with your own tracks.

The preset scaling is great - on one you're very small and the fractals very large, so if you want it can feel like you're flying
through an enormous alien space station at decent speed. Highly recommended.. Creative use of the Match 3 Genre.. Broken
beyond playability.. Classic Ace Combat, good graphics, tons of content.. Made by Finnish, for an American audience, only
played by Russians.

Fantastic game, love to death! Of course I would take a break from time to time to play GTA or NFS, but just like
Mot\u00f6rhead and STLP&W teriyaki sauce, this game had me coming home to it again and again! I couldn't put this game
down for days!

COULDN'T.

My copy's broke guys, I'm sorry. Sorry for myself that is, seems like everyone else is having the time of their lives!
RRRGHGH!

 I suppose I should point that I do have an extra computer I picked up from a friend's dad that runs windows seven. If that won't
do then PLEASE, if ANYONE has a solution, TELL ME!!!

thanx ~ <3. game isn't loading n not letting me play someone plz help me
. It's decent enough. Definitely a good way to kill some time. I do like the way it's combined RPG elements with a puzzle game.
At its core, this is simply a bejeweled clone, however I will say that the battle mechanics definitely add something to the
experience. The game is a tad on the easy side, it does get harder after on like the 4th level though. I would only recommend
getting this game if you don't already own a similar puzzle game, but there are plenty of more relaxing puzzle games.. SO.. i
used to play this game a lot on a browser.. im pleased that a better version has been released.. and i need to say its pretty fun, but
i think the cpu is too hard.. this might me being bad or it seriously being hard.. after all i still recommend this game and i do not
regret the purchase of it
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Excellent VR implementation and optimization. Flight model is also well done. Even though it's still in early access, there is a lot
of places to fly to and 10 aircraft to sink your teeth in. I'm excited to see where the team will take it next and I would
recommend this to anyone looking for a good VR Flight Sim (can also be played on your monitor without any problems for
those who prefer that).. Simple but challenging gameplay with a great story to back it up. I see a lot of negative reviews over the
framerate, but I couldn't see any issues on my end. The game certainly looks like it is running at 60 FPS to me. I haven't had any
crashing issues or instability. One issue I have had is with voices becoming quiet after playing for a while... odd but not a huge
deal.

If you like puzzle games and\/or romance\/drama games, you'll love this. The writing is top notch and the animated scenes,
while played back at a lower framerate than the game itself, are very nice.

8\/10 port :). Not even worth now. At $17 for the complete edition. Honestly w\/o co-op this game isn't worth being free.. I
really hate to write a bad review, especially for an early access game, but ...
There are multiple problems with the game:

Most of all, it's a boring grindfest. As in most tower defense games, you place your towers (in this case characters) on the map.
But in this case there are just two kinds of towers: Ranged and Melee. And they do damage. In game you get "stars" which can
be used to make one character stronger.

The tactics part is rather small, because there are not a lot of options. Basically it is:
-) Place characters.
-) Wait
-) Put star on a ranged character (it's pretty pointless to star a melee character)
-) Wait
-) Put star on a ranged character (it's pretty pointless to star a melee character)
-) Wait
...

Grind the current level till the ranged characters have earned enough xp. Level them and play repeat the grinding on the next
level.

Since only the characters that kill an enemy get xp, all xp go to the ranged characters. --> Melee characters are dead weight,
since they stay several levels behind.

So, it is basically endless grinding.

Items: There seem to be alot of items, but in the end it's just cosmetics. Ok, there are several better versions of the current item
till you get Legendary items, but, there you are. Crafting is possible, but useless. By far too random and you craft so many crap
... It's better to sell the items and buy new items in the shop.

And then there are the bugs: I lost about a ton of items because they simply vanished. These vanishing items bugs persist now
for a year or so. Today one of my ranged characters suddenly became melee and with that totally useless (that bug would be
really nice the other way round). Happened to somebody else too, as I found out when looking into the forum.
. Some missing or broken files prevent it from running on many computers, but after reading of an easy workaround on Steam
forums I managed to play this game just fine. In the end I decided to rate it positively and not let that initial défaillance
influence my opinion.

This is the second game in the series starring the archeologist and adventurer Samantha Swift. Despite it being a sequel, the
story is self contained and only minor references from Samantha Swift and the Hidden Roses of Athena are present, which is a
nice touch (maybe even... golden? Okay, that was terrible). There are even microscopic references to the protagonist of a
different game/series from the same developers, Angelica Weaver, but nothing that would spoil the enjoyment of the game to
those who haven't played that one.

Overall Acquista Samantha Swift and the Golden Touch slightly improves everything from its predecessor and offers a medium-
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length HOG with a relaxing but catchy story, beautiful art and a decent selection of puzzles. One minor nitpick I have is how the
story initially seems to show information about Samantha's father and his mysterious disappearance (something only briefly
mentioned in menu notes in the first game) but it quickly reduces itself to an excuse to gather recurring items (Swift tablets)
without any actual progress on the search for him, although one might speculate this could lead to bigger development in third
and fourth episodes of the series not yet on Steam (spoiler: in neither of those games Samantha will bother resuming her search
for the lost father).

Aside from that detail it's still a good casual game, and just like I said in my review for its prequel I'd at least recommend it if
bought during a sale or from a bundle.. When the original is less buggy than the update

. Ugghhh, this is one of those times when I really wish there was a different rating system here on steam besides just yes or no to
recommendations. I think this game has potential so I don't want to say 100% that I don't recommend it BUT... i do have a lot of
issues with it.

So I guess I'll just delve right it. When you start the game I like that it gives you the option to choose between playing a male
character or a female character and it offers you some choices as to your avatar. However, I don't like that the sprite that
represents your character does not match that. I picked a somewhat Asian looking woman covered in black as my avatar but the
sprite is a White woman with blonde hair. These are problematic to me because 1 it doesn't match at all what I've chosen and 2
this doesn't feel like it really matches with the way the game is marketed.

The game is marketed as "a game of storytelling and adventure based on Arabian mythology and the tales of 1001 Nights." Yet
we start (if you start with the Tournament) in a Medieval European setting (complete with Druids and everything that does not
scream 1001 Nights). I thought "Well, maybe you play a European type character that travels to a Middle Eastern type land,
OK" but then when we get to the desert island it doesn't get much better. Arab type characters are presented as very
stereotypical the whole game so far feels very orientalist.

The next issue I have with the characters is that the story seems heavily written for men (or maybe gay women?) because so
many of the story elements have flirtatious conversation or observations from beautiful NPCs. They are described as a man
would look at them not in a gender neutral way. Some of the dialogue even specifically addresses the player as a male. If a game
offers the choice to play as male or female I just think it needs to stay neutral when it comes to gender pronouns and how story
is told. It's fine if the only option that is available is to play as a male but it's annoying and a little frustrating when you have the
option to play as a woman.

So my next big issue with the game is the interface. It's a little confusing and a little difficult to use. You have to perform a lot
of selections just to get to the option you want. So for example to make camp I have to push "esc" then down to "skills" then to
"overland" then to "make camp" then select my character (there might have even been another click in there somewhere I can't
exactly remember). It's a lot of unnecessary clicks to select menus then sub menus and then actions then specifics then the
character. So this really frustrates me.

Story-wise I've not found much to draw me in. It's fairly ... meh. I'm not feeling a lot of the Arabian elements or 1001 nights
stories that I was really looking forward to. The story elements feel like random encounters rather than a cohesive story. That's
especially disappointing since I was expecting more of a story like what you would get from Quest for Glory which the game
was supposedly inspired by. The fight mechanics could use some work, they are not the greatest. I still don't understand how
exactly to really choose the "counter attack" or "second wind" options that appear. They either disappear before I can select one
and I get nothing or I somehow manage to select one but can't seem to consistently figure out how to select one. If there were
shortcut keys for the abilities and items I didn't figure them out.

Next up in the problem areas is the leveling\/skills portion. I love leveling characters and building skills but a major problem
with this game is that when you want to increase your skill (using your hero points) you can't see what level your skills are
already. So I can increase strength but I can't see a number that lets me know how much I've increased it. I can't tell where those
points have been spent. It seems like something that you should be able to see how many points you've invested in each skill or
what level that skill is at but you can't You can only see how many unspent points you have and the option to increase the skill.

The game is disappointing in length as well. I believe I've gone through almost all of the available content and it's just not very
much. I can't seem to progress any further due to what I think are bugs in the game. When I enter the ship wreck (near where
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you start) all I get is a beach scene. There's no way to exit the scene, no dialogue happens, I can't do anything with the tools I'm
supposed to give to the Sailor ghost so I can't progress whatever that story line might open. There's also a place that needs an
item to unlock it but I can't seem to get it. I'm pretty sure it's something from the silver snake encounter that I experienced in a
different playthrough but that encounter isn't available at all. I'm able to go to the other islands and have explored the entire
available space in day and night and no matter what I can't find any new encounters so I don't think I can do anything else except
leave to a mountain pass exit that tells me to buy the next part of the game\/expansion.

So while I appreciate some elements of the game I don't feel like I can recommend this game but I wish I could give it a more
neutral rating.. This is a very laid back, casual kind of jrpg. As an experience, it basically boils down to...hanging out with your
friends everyday, and completing jobs of varying kinds (combat and crafting mostly) to make a living (and build up your shop).
The characters are all done entirely in 3D in this installment, unlike some older ones, where they relied a lot on actual 2d art,
which I'm not nearly as fond of. In this game, all dialogue is voiced. So you won't have to rely on text if you don't want to,
although this game DOES NOT have an English dub. Just a forewarning....

Overall, I loved this game. I like crafting, and I love hanging out with my friends...and that's basically what this entire game
consists of! I've never played a game before, where I felt like the characters were actual friends of mine, but in this game, I
really do feel like the characters are my friends. Admittedly I don't have any choice in the dialogue, but it's still fun nonetheless.

Combat in this game is excellent as well. It's not as in-depth as Final Fantasy, but it's still very well thought out. You won't find
too many epic fights either. But would you have expected otherwise based on the casual theme of the game?

Hands down the BEST Atelier game to date. Hands down, one of the best games I've ever played. Paid full price. No regrets..
Great DLC.

People complaining that it's hard and blah blah blah. I enjoyed it. Original game I steamrolled every mission, completed whole
game without single restart. Here I lost a nice dozen of times, good job, on making some not-so-easy content.

And same, as in base game, great jokes, awesome narrator, great references, would recommend.. Get it in a bundle or with a
nice discount. On it's own, it's just a simple, repetetive time waster
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